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 Real World And Virtual Object Obstacle In 
Augmented Reality Using Scene Perception 
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Abstract : Augmented Reality is a technique for combining digital content with the real world in real-time. Intel RealSense 3D cameras are used to 
produce digital content in markerless based Augmented Reality. This camera reconstructs a real environment in three dimensions. Scene perception is a 
method for reconstructing real environments in three dimensions. Utilization of this camera in Augmented Reality in the form of an autonomous agent. An 
autonomous agent has a navigation function to get to the destination point by searching for paths called pathfinding. Autonomous agents have three 
behaviors, namely, seek, arrive, and action selection. These behaviors are used autonomous agents to get to the destination point by avoiding virtual 
and real obstacles that exist in the real world. The scene perception method is used to make a mesh. This mesh is a virtual grid in the real world that is 
used as an Augmented Reality area. The navigation results of the autonomous agent using the scene perception method in Augmented Reality can work 
properly. Autonomous agents can go to their destination point by avoiding virtual and real obstacles. 
 
Index Terms : Augmented Reality, Autonomous Agent, Scene Perception, Markerless, Pathfinding, Mesh, Intel RealSense   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Augmented Reality (AR) by definition is the merging of digital 
content with the real world in real-time created by computers. 
Users can see two-dimensional and three-dimensional objects 
projected by the camera to the real world in AR. Utilization of 
cameras such as webcams and three-dimensional (3D) 
cameras such as those with depth can be used in AR 
technology. One of the depth technology in three-dimensional 
cameras is Intel RealSense [1]. This camera can reconstruct 
real environments in three dimensions. Utilization of a three-
dimensional camera to AR in the form of an autonomous 
agent, which is a unit that behaves independently using 
artificial intelligence. Autonomous agent navigation in AR 
applications using the Intel RealSense R200 camera and Unity 
3D game engine. Agencies that use artificial intelligence focus 
on movement and navigation, such as agent-non-player 
characters (NPCs). Transfer the location of the agent from the 
starting point to the destination using the pathfinding method. 
Pathfinding is a method for obtaining a path between two 
points. In these paths, there are usually obstacles that cause 
the agent to be blocked and cannot pass through the path. 
The agent can get to the destination by finding another path 
that is not blocked by obstacles. On a large map and has 
many obstacles can cause more crossing points. The 
multitude and breadth of cross-point points require a method 
to find the intersection points that are not close to each other.  
The method used to solve this problem is called pathfinding or 
planning [2]. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

1. LITERATURE REVIEW 
One of the in-game AI components that can be applied in AR 
is pathfinding. Related research to pathfinding uses mapping 
navigation conducted on simulations in Unity 3D [3]. This 
research optimizes tactical navigation and pathfinding to 
optimize the mission distance from the tugboat dock to the 
ship dock. This navigation uses only four points and is 
described as a Line Renderer on Unity 3D. The calculation 
results obtained coordinate distance heuristic straight lines at 
each angle. A using the marker less method is game cards. 
AR RPG will appear above the game card which is viewed 
from the screen using the webcam. [4]. AR RPG game is 
played in multiplayer. The next related research was carried 
out using the marker less method [5]. This research uses 3D 
transformation, which is the basis for the movement of digital 
objects with interaction techniques in virtual environments. 
Interactions that occur using human hands and virtual objects. 
Tracker required for AR virtual interactions. 3D interaction 
techniques are used in the development of virtual reality. 
Subsequent research was conducted by Gianibelli [6] that an 
obstacle avoidance algorithm of virtual forces for path 
planning. Obstacle avoidance system will be tested on a 
mobile robot. In a study conducted by Kaydin, et al. Presented 
an adaptive grid path planning technique, an image-based 
approach to generating navigation mesh (NavMesh). In static 
path planning, the adaptive grid method shows better 
performance. The adaptive grid can be applied to both static 
and dynamic planning [7]. Based on several studies that have 
been reviewed previously, this paper uses an Intel RealSense 
3D camera that is used to reconstruct the real world and 
create a virtual grid. This virtual grid is used so that virtual 
objects can be in the real world and display Augmented 
Reality moving towards the destination point by avoiding 
virtual obstacles objects [8] [9][10] and real-world obstacle [11] 
on the real environment based on agent behavior. AR 
technology consists of a combination of real-world and 
computer graphics, the interaction with objects in real-time, the 
detection of objects or Images, and provides contextual data 
and information [12]. Augmented Reality uses a marker [13] 
[14]  and markerless methods [4] [15] [16]. 
 

2. PROPOSED METHOD 
The proposed method of this system in Fig. 1 with an 
explanation as follow. Start Application is about going to the 
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desired starting position in the user environment and start the 
app from the Intel RealSense menu. Walk around and scan 
are when the application has started, a text will appear, letting 
the user place the dot into an area with a certain distance. 
When you get that distance, there is information to place a 
point in an area with a less flat surface or more area structure. 
The start button to perform the scan will appear when the 
previous conditions are met. 

Start Application
Walk around and scan 

the environment
Generate grid

Hide Mesh
Place Autonomous 

Agent
Agent Autonomous 
Move to Destination  

 
Fig. 1. Block diagram of the Augmented Reality system 

 
Then, generate a grid. This stage starts with a calculation 
where all the existence of the floor is the area that has been 
scanned by using the perception scene. The farthest positions 
of each other are used to generate the grid between these 
points. This grid is a collection of nodes, with each node on set 
un-walkable. Set to walkable if the existing floor position is 
within the node area. A valid floor node will result in a value 
depending on how close the floor node is to the un-walkable 
node. This information is used as a heuristic in pathfinding. 
The grid will remember the last position of the object to be 
tracked. This will be used with a pathfinding algorithm to find 
the shortest path between AR starting point and AR 
destination point. Hide Mesh is a visible mesh that can be set 
on-off. When scanning the environment, with an excellent 
environment to see that it has been scanned or not, the 
condition may result in the system slightly lag when compared 
to not displaying the mesh. Therefore, to make the system run 
smoother, the visible mesh is hidden when scans and grid 
making is done. The last is placing a virtual object. Unity 3D is 
used to display virtual objects in the real world. 3D 
environments in the real world are used as AR terrain. Then, 
an autonomous agent moves to a destination point. An 
autonomous agent will avoid virtual object obstacles [17] and 
the real object obstacle. In a dynamic environment allows 
agents to make decisions in real-time so that the environment 
that has been known beforehand is included in subsequent 
decision making. Decisions taken and made in real time must 
have a predetermined navigation pattern framework. In a 
suitable and general navigation pattern depicted in three 
aspects namely, action selection, steering dan locomotion [18]. 
Action selection includes the state of the goal and determines 
how to obtain that goal. State machines can be used as 
representations such as predefined state patterns or when 
state conditions change. Steering is a calculation of movement 
based on the current state. The steering calculation is used 
using the magnitude and direction of the driving force. Then 
locomotion is a mechanical result of the movement of the 
agent. Humans, cars, and planes have different patterns of 
movement. Locomotion describes how the agent moves (legs, 
wheels) and parameters of the movement (maximum speed, 
maximum force, mass). These three aspects form artificial 
intelligence [19]. Locomotion on Newton's law-based agent, 
that is the force produced by mass multiplication with 
acceleration. Locomotion uses a simple model with a 
distributed mass that applies forces in various directions 
based on the body. The movement is limited by determining 

the maximum force and maximum speed, with a mass of 1 kg, 
a maximum speed of 1 m / s, and a maximum force of 1 N. 
The agent must also have a rigid body component and a 
collider component but do not use gravity at the rigid body. 
The agent moves because of the force on the rigid body. 
Seek's behavior tries to move to the target as fast as possible. 
The speed desired by the agent's behavior towards the target 
has a maximum speed. The direction of the force is calculated 
based on the difference in the speed desired by the current 
speed. In Fig. 2 can be seen as the behavior of seeking 
agents. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2. Seek Agent behavior  
 

The arrive behavior is almost the same as the seek behavior, 
but the arrive behavior stops when reaching the goal. The 
arrive behavior calculates the distance between the agent and 
the destination. Seek and arrive behavior is not appropriate to 
be used to overcome obstacles, so it is necessary for the 
obstacle behavior. Obstruction behavior of the agent to 
determine when there is an obstacle must be avoided. This 
behavior calculates the force that changes the agent's path to 
avoid obstacles, which can be seen in Figure 3. The 
combination of arriving and obstruction behavior is 
implemented to the agent called action selection. This 
behavior will be used by virtual objects in Augmented Reality. 
Augmented Reality will be projected using an Intel RealSense 
camera. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 3. Obstacle Detection  

 
3. EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULT 
Unity 3D and Intel RealSense cameras are used to make 
Augmented Reality. The stages of testing in Augmented 
Reality starts from the positioning of the Intel RealSense 
camera that faces the real environment. The camera must 
face the environment with a small flat area or a lot of geometry 
and position the camera facing the area with a maximum 
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distance of 2.5 meters. This is because of the limitations of 
Intel RealSense hardware. After getting the appropriate area 
and distance, the "start" menu will appear on the screen. This 
shows that the reconstruction of the real environment will run 
and is used for the Augmented Reality area. Furthermore, the 
green virtual grid will be raised from the process of 
reconstruction of the real environment. In order to get a larger 
reconstruction area, the user must move around the user 
slowly. The results of the virtual grid formation process are not 
an error, because a fast movement that can suddenly cause 
loss tracking from scanning Intel RealSense cameras. After 
the virtual grid is formed, the virtual object will fall into the 
virtual grid area by removing the plane which is the terrain 
area of the object in the Unity 3D simulation, so that the virtual 
object can move above the real world. Furthermore, the target 
can be moved and will cause the Augmented Reality virtual 
object to follow the object. The seek, arrive, and action 
selection agents of the scene method agent are integrated 
using the scene perception method. The scene perception 
method will create a mesh. This mesh is a virtual grid in the 
real world that is used as an Augmented Reality area. Scene 
perception can be seen in Fig. 4 and the Augment Reality 
application menu interface on Unity 3D can be seen in Fig. 5. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Scene perception with mesh grid 
 

In Fig. 4, Scene perception builds a digital representation of 
the observed environment and estimates the camera pose 
estimation in real-time. Estimation of the camera pose is called 
localization or tracking and building a digital representation of 
the observation environment is called reconstruction. Tracking 
cannot work properly when the observed environment does 
not have enough geometric variation or does not have texture. 
This condition occurs when the camera's view room only 
contains flat surfaces such as walls, floors, or empty tables. 
The camera movement is aimed based on the user's 
movement when used smoothly and naturally, which is not 
sudden and fast. Camera movement that quickly and suddenly 
can reduce the quality of tracking and can trigger re-tracking.  

 

 
 

Fig. 5. User Interface with hidden mesh grid 
 

In Fig. 5, there is tracking, reconstruction, meshing, save 
mesh, reset, quit and shoot menu. Tracking functions are to 
track the surrounding environment and return the tracking 
results to the way they were when loss tracking occurred. 
Reconstruction menu functions to reconstruct the real 
environment so that virtual objects can be used to be in a real 
environment. Meshing serves to make three-dimensional real 
environments. Save mesh function to save the results of 
meshing. Reset functions to reset when scanning results are 
not as desired. Shoot menu can issue a virtual object in the 
form of a box. The virtual grid is hidden and there are agents 
that move towards the virtual destination point by avoiding 
virtual objects in the form of blue squares. The agent has to 
arrow directions attached, are red and blue. The direction of 
the blue arrow indicates the direction to the destination point, 
while the direction of the red arrow indicates the detection of 
obstacles around the agent that must be avoided. Agent path 
in the real world with the real obstacle in the form of 
"cardboard" in front of the agent. The path of movement can 
be seen in Fig. 6. The position of the starting point agent is on 
the  -axis with coordinates 0.14, on the  -axis with 
coordinates -0.12, and on the  -axis with coordinates 0.73 and 

the position of the destination point is on the  -axis with 

coordinates -0, 45, on the  -axis with coordinates 0.14, and on 

the  -axis with coordinates 1.26. The travel time needed by 

the agent to get to the destination point is 6.2 seconds. The 
agent moves and takes the direction of the lane to the left to 
avoid obstacles. 

 
 

Fig. 6. Movement autonomous agent avoid obstacles 
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The flow of the agent's movement without obstacles can be 
seen in Fig. 7. The position of the starting point agent is on the 
 -axis with coordinates 0.34, on the  -axis with coordinates -

0.04, and on the  -axis with coordinates 0.63 and the position 

of the destination point is at  -axis with coordinates 0.02, on 

the  -axis with coordinates 0.19, and on the  -axis with 
coordinates 0.93. The travel time needed by the agent to get 
to the destination point is 4.5 seconds. The agent moves 
straight to the destination point.  

 
 

Fig. 7. Movement autonomous agent without obstacle 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
The scene perception method is used to make a mesh. This 
mesh is a virtual grid in the real world that is used as an 
Augmented Reality area. The navigation results of the 
autonomous agent using the scene perception method in 
Augmented Reality can work well. Autonomous agents can go 
to their destination point by avoiding virtual and real obstacles. 
The implementation of the scene perception method using an 
Intel RealSense 3D camera can be applied in the Augmented 
Reality application. Scene perception is able to combine 
obstacles in the real world with virtual obstacles. Virtual and 
real obstacles can be detected by seeking, arrive, and action 
selection behavior on the autonomous agent. 
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